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Optomechanics and electromechanics have made it possible to prepare macro-
scopic mechanical oscillators in their quantum ground states,1 in quadrature
squeezed states,2,3 and in entangled states of motion.4,5 In addition to coaxing
ever larger and more tangible objects into a regime of quantum behavior, this
new capability has encouraged ideas of using mechanical oscillators in the pro-
cessing and communication of quantum information and as precision force sen-
sors operating beyond the classical limit. But the effectively linear interaction
between motion and light or electricity precludes access to the broader class of
quantum states of motion, such as cat states or energy squeezed states. Indeed,
early optomechanical proposals6,7 noted the possibility to escape this restric-
tion by creating strong quadratic coupling of motion to light. Although there
have been experimental demonstrations of quadratically coupled optomechanical
systems,6,8,9 these have not yet accessed nonclassical states of motion. Here we
create nonclassical states by quadratically coupling motion to the energy levels
of a Cooper-pair box (CPB) qubit. By monitoring the qubit’s transition fre-
quency, we detect the oscillator’s phonon distribution rather than its position.
Through microwave frequency drives that change both the state of the oscillator
and qubit, we then dissipatively stabilize the oscillator in a state with a large
mean phonon number of 43 and sub-Poissonian number fluctuations of approx-
imately 3. In this energy squeezed state we observe a striking feature of the
quadratic coupling: the recoil of the mechanical oscillator caused by qubit tran-
sitions. These are closely analogous to the vibronic transitions in molecules,10,11
marking entry into a new regime of artificial systems with fast electrons strongly
coupled to slow vibrations.
The ability to access a broad range of quantum states with mechanical oscillators has
many applications and is an enduring ambition in the fields of opto- and electromechanics.
As mechanical oscillators are linear at the quantum scale, arbitrary quantum control over
them requires an extrinsic nonlinearity such as a nonlinear source12 or detector.13,14 Alterna-
tively, a mechanical oscillator can be coupled to an ancillary system in a nonlinear manner.
For example, opto- and electromechanical systems routinely use the inherently nonlinear
radiation pressure interaction between the motion of a mechanical oscillator and the energy
of an ancillary optical or electrical cavity.
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However, the radiation pressure interaction is intrinsically weak; thus, most experiments
operate with a large cavity drive, increasing the coupling strength but yielding a linear
interaction between oscillator motion and cavity field. In references,6,7 the authors pro-
pose a solution: by coupling the square of the oscillator motion to the cavity energy,
the drive-enhanced coupling remains nonlinear. Despite new theoretical insights15–18 and
rapid experimental progress,8,9,19,20 quadratic coupling schemes (Fig. 1a-b) for opto- and
electromechanics21 have not yielded nonclassical states in mechanical oscillators.
To overcome the weak coupling of electromechanics, in which the zero-point motion of
the mechanical oscillator alters the tiny zero-point electrical energy stored in the capacitor
of a resonant circuit, we arrange for motion to alter the large electrostatic energy stored in
the capacitor of a CPB qubit by an applied dc voltage (Fig. 1c-d). At a point of charge
degeneracy in the qubit, this arrangement creates a quadratic coupling between the oscillator
position and qubit energy (Fig. 1e). We use this quadratic coupling to adiabatically stabilize
a mechanical oscillator into an energy squeezed state with average phonon number of 43 and
variance less than 11, yielding a ratio of F = 0.257+0.002−0.001 far below the classical limit of
F ≥ 1.22 As a consequence of creating this high-energy number-squeezed state, we also
observe sidebands in the qubit spectrum that reveal qubit excitation processes that create
or annihilate phonons by pairs.
To achieve strong quadratic interaction between the mechanical oscillator and a super-
conducting qubit, we embed a mechanically compliant elliptical disk into the microwave
circuit shown in Fig. 1f-g. The mechanical oscillator is the anti-symmetric, second mode of
the suspended disk with a resonant frequency ωm ≈ 2pi × 25 MHz. Underneath the disk,
two aluminum electrodes are placed at the anti-nodes of motion to form two mechanically
compliant capacitors. The electrodes are connected through two Josephson junctions in par-
allel, creating a flux-tunable CPB qubit.23,24 A static voltage Vdc applied to the disk couples
motion to the qubit energy as illustrated by an approximate electromechanical schematic in
Fig. 1c (see supplementary material Sec. IB). The symmetry of the capacitor network is bro-
ken by the anti-symmetric motion of the oscillatory mode, yielding a CPB qubit with a gate
voltage Vg(x) proportional to the oscillator’s coordinate (Fig. 1d). By applying Vdc = 6 V,
we achieve a coupling rate of gm ≈ 2pi×22 MHz, orders of magnitude larger than the values
achieved using radiation pressure electromechanical coupling.25 Operating at the charge de-
generacy point, the qubit energy is first order insensitive to the oscillator’s motion, but the
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second order quadratic coupling 2χm ≈ (2gm)2/(EJ/~) ≈ 2pi × 0.52 MHz is large enough to
profoundly affect the qubit and oscillator dynamics.
Although it is expedient26 to approximate a strong quadratic coupling of motion to a qubit
using the dispersive limit of Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, familiar from circuit quantum
electrodynamics (cQED), this approximation fails to fully capture phenomena associated
with the large separation in energy scales (gm, ωm  ωq). Instead, the oscillator’s position
behaves as a slow coordinate moving in a potential modified by the state of the qubit27,28
(see also supplementary material sec.IIA),
H =
1
2
~ωqσˆz +
pˆ2
2m
+
1
2
k
(
1 +
2χm
ωm
σˆz
)
xˆ2, (1)
where xˆ and pˆ are the position and momentum operators of the mechanical oscillator respec-
tively, m and k are the mass and the spring constant, ωm and ωq are the bare mechanical
and qubit frequencies, σˆz is the qubit Pauli operator, and χm = g
2
m/(ωq−ωm)+g2m/(ωq+ωm)
includes the Bloch-Siegert shift.27–29 A qubit transition alters suddenly the effective spring
constant k(σˆz) = k(1+2χmσˆz/ωm), which simultaneously changes the mechanical frequency
ωm(σˆz) =
√
k(σˆz)/m and the mechanical impedance Zm(σˆz) =
√
k(σˆz)m. Because the
impedance determines the spatial scale of the mechanical wavefunctions,30 its change causes
overlap between the wavefunctions of different phonon eigenstates (Fig. 2a). From the sym-
metry of the potential, the overlap is only non-zero between states of the same mechanical
parity, thus phonons are created or annihilated in pairs. Although they are analogous to
the sideband transitions in cQED systems31,32 where the oscillator and qubit frequencies
are comparable, these electromechanical sidebands are much more prominent because of
the small mechanical frequency (ωm  ωq). In addition to creating sidebands closer to
the qubit transition frequency, the small ωm also means a small phonon energy. When the
qubit-induced change in mean mechanical energy δk 〈xˆ2〉 /2 = 2~χmn is larger than the
energy of two phonons, a qubit transition is likely to alter the phonon number. Thus, the
condition χmn/ωm & 1 signifies the entry into a new regime where sideband transitions
become dominant.
Nevertheless, similar to cQED experiments,33 the qubit-state-dependent mechanical fre-
quency ωm(σˆz) leads to a phonon-number-dependent Stark shift on the qubit resonance. We
use this shift in qubit frequency to determine the phonon distribution of the mechanical
oscillator with a precision given by the phonon-number-sensitivity26 W = Γ?2/2χm ≈ 7.1
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phonons, where Γ?2 is the qubit decoherence rate. The probability of exciting the qubit as a
function of the frequency of a weak qubit-drive tone (qubit spectroscopy) is given by
Pe(ω) =
∑
n
P (n)× P |n〉e (ω), (2)
a convolution between the phonon distribution P (n) and the qubit spectrum with exactly
n phonons in the mechanical oscillator P
|n〉
e (ω). In contrast to reference26 where P
|n〉
e (ω) are
treated simply as Stark shifted Lorentzians, we employ a deconvolution34 procedure that
accounts for the sideband transitions in these qubit spectra. This more accurate procedure
is necessary because we endeavor to create states with large average phonon number and
small distributions. However, its implementation requires that we accurately determine
P
|n〉
e (ω).
To this end, we experimentally simulate the effect of motion with a classical ac-voltage.
We decouple motion from the qubit by setting Vdc = 0 V, and directly modulate Vg with
an ac-voltage at ωm. As depicted in Fig. 2b, we vary the power from the ac-gate signal
and measure the qubit spectrum. The modulation of the gate voltage results in a frequency
modulation of the qubit resonance. Spectroscopically, this manifests as a shift in the main
qubit resonance accompanied by the appearance of sideband peaks at large drive power.
Analogous to the Stark shift which is proportional to n, this ac-drive induced qubit frequency
shift is proportional to drive power. Using the independently measured value of χm,
26 we
calibrate the ac-drive power to the number of phonons that would create the same shift. Thus
we determine P
|n〉
e (ω) as the classically modulated qubit spectrum with an ac-drive power
corresponding to n phonons. Because sideband transitions are only prominent at n  1
(because χm/ωm ≈ 0.01 1), the classically modulated spectrum is in close correspondence
to P
|n〉
e (ω) (see supplementary material Sec. IIIB).
To validate the deconvolution procedure, we demonstrate it on thermal and displaced-
thermal states in the mechanical oscillator as shown in Fig. 2c-d. We measure the qubit
spectrum and compare the phonon distribution extracted from the deconvolution procedure
to that expected for a thermal or displaced-thermal state. The good agreement between the
phonon distributions as well as the associated qubit spectra substantiates the deconvolution
procedure. In the dressed qubit spectra, individual sideband peaks cannot be identified be-
cause these features are smeared by the large phonon number variance. Nevertheless, failure
to properly account for the sidebands would have led to substantial errors in the extracted
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phonon distribution when sideband induced qubit excitations are erroneously attributed to
phonon populations.
With the ability to extract the phonon distribution, we now use sideband transitions
(Fig. 3a) to reduce the variance in phonon number. We squeeze the phonon population in
Fock space by trapping it in between phonon-creating (blue) and phonon-annihilating (red)
sideband transitions. Continuously driving these sideband transitions alters the dissipative
environment of the mechanical oscillator and changes the steady-state phonon distribution,
as evident from the simplified28 system dynamics of Fig. 3a (also see supplementary material
Sec. VIIA). Because Γ∗2 is much faster than all of the transition rates in these experiments, the
final mechanical state contains no quantum coherence, and is fully described by the diagonal
elements of its density matrix. We use the phonon-number-sensitive26 ac-dither31 sideband
transitions to address a section of the phonon population with a characteristic width W
and displace it in number space (Fig. 3b-c). By slowly increasing the blue sideband drive
frequency ωB (chirping), we adiabatically move the center of the addressed transitions nB up
in phonon space (Fig. 3d). In Fig. 3e, we show the effect of the chirp. Extracting the phonon
population through reconstruction, we observe that the phonon population is emptied below
nB and pushed to a higher occupation. In Fig. 3g-i, we squeeze the phonon population by
turning on a red sideband drive centered on the transition |g, nR〉 ↔ |e, nR − 1〉, with nR
close to but greater than the maximum value of nB. A Fock state |n〉 will be cooled to a lower
occupancy when the blue sideband transition rate is slower than the red sideband transition
rate Γ
|n〉
B < Γ
|n〉
R , and vice versa. Thus, under conditions Γ
|nB〉
B > Γ
|nB〉
R and Γ
|nR〉
B < Γ
|nR〉
R ,
a state that starts with nR > n > nB cannot escape the bounds of the two sideband
drives. Additionally, states with n > nR are eventually trapped between nR and nB by a
combination of thermal equilibration and the action of the red sideband drive.26
Finally in Fig. 4, we use energy squeezing to prepare the mechanical oscillator in a non-
classical state. After optimizing the relative power and position of the two sideband drives,
we squeeze the phonon population at mean phonon number 〈n〉 = 43 and prepare it in a sub-
Poissonian state. We characterize the nonclassical nature of this state with the Fano factor
F = var(n)/ 〈n〉. For a Poisson distributed state, F = 1, and for a Fock state, F = 0. When
F < 1, the phonon distribution is nonclassical, energy squeezed, and Fock-like. Extracting
the phonon distribution through reconstruction, we find F = 0.257+0.002−0.001, where the bound
is determined by the uncertainty in the bare qubit frequency. To quantify the confidence
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in the extracted Fano factor, we perform repeated reconstruction procedures on simulated
experiments that have specified phonon distributions with 〈n〉 = 43 and Fano factors Ftrue,
as described in the supplementary material Sec.IX. For a given range of extracted Fano
factor, Fextract, we can bound Ftrue. Specifically for Fextract within the interval [0.255, 0.265],
we find Ftrue ≤ 0.28 with 95% confidence, and Ftrue ≤ 0.30 with 99% confidence. This
demonstrates our ability to prepare a type of highly nonclassical mechanical state with large
average energy but small fluctuations, quite distinct from quadrature squeezed states. We
choose to squeeze around 〈n〉 = 43, where a spurious cooling effect (see supplementary ma-
terial Sec.VIII) is small and the phonon population dynamics are more intuitive. However,
because the minimum width from energy squeezing is roughly given by W ≈ 7.1 phonons,
it is conceivable to achieve stronger nonclassicality by squeezing at higher 〈n〉.
In creating this highly energized Fock-like state, we observe intriguing features of the
quadratic coupling. Through energy squeezing, we can now resolve the sideband transitions
that are normally masked by the broad phonon distribution associated with the large thermal
occupation. The center peak in the qubit spectroscopy (l = 0 peak in Fig. 4a) corresponds
to the qubit transition that conserves phonon number. The satellite peaks at ±2ωm (l = ±2)
are mostly associated with qubit transitions that create and annihilate pairs of phonons when
the mechanical spring suddenly stiffens. Finally, the peaks at ±ωm (l = ±1) are associated
with qubit transitions that create or annihilate single phonons because of a sudden change
in the qubit-state-dependent force, which arises because charge noise creates a small random
bias away from degeneracy (see supplementary material Sec. IIC). Thus by coupling a fast
electronic (qubit) system to a slow mechanical oscillator, this device exhibits the vibronic
transitions characteristic of diatomic molecules, but in a macroscopic object.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the preparation of nonclassical energy-squeezed
states with quadratic electromechanics. We employed a dissipative stabilization technique
that can simultaneously add energy to and extract entropy from a massive mechanical
oscillator. Requiring neither number-resolution nor coherent manipulation, this technique
provides a hardware-efficient and accessible path toward creating highly energized Fock-
like states in other cQED experiments. Such states are resources for quantum metrology.
They have been analyzed for their ability to improve the sensitivity of gravitational wave
detectors21,35 and demonstrated to resolve small forces on trapped ions.36 Indeed, the sub-
Poissonian state we create reveals that a qubit transition is likely to alter the occupation of
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the harmonic oscillator, a striking feature of the ultra-strong electromechanical coupling we
achieve. In this device, we are limited26 to a coupling rate of gm ≈ 2pi × 22 MHz. Going
forward, surpassing this limitation would allow us to reach the phonon-number-resolving
regime for arbitrary quantum control over mechanical oscillators, and to observe the ultra-
strong coupling induced virtual phonons in the mechanical ground state.37,38
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Fig. 1: Quadratically coupled electromechanics
a, The capacitance of two mechanically compliant capacitors, C±m(x), are modulated with
opposite phase by the anti-symmetric motion of the mechanical oscillator (blue). The two
separate LC resonators are coupled by a common inductance Lc at a rate J = ω0Lc/2L0. b,
The resonant frequencies of the uncoupled LC resonators (dashed) depend linearly on me-
chanical displacement x with opposite phase, xzpdωL,R/dx = ±g0, where xzp is the zero-point
displacement of the mechanical oscillator. The normal modes of the circuit (solid), however,
anti-cross at x = 0 with splitting 2J and sense the square of mechanical displacement with
quadratic coupling strength x2zpd
2ω±/dx2 ≈ ±g20/2J . c, The electromechanical schematic
shows that, in the presence of an applied voltage Vdc, anti-symmetric motion creates a volt-
age Vg(x) across the open terminals A and B. d, The Thevenin equivalent representation
of the circuit seen by the junctions is a Cooper-pair box qubit, with a mechanical-position
dependent gate charge ng(x) = Vg(x) × Cg/2e that e, tunes the qubit energy ECPB. The
qubit ground (|g〉) and excited (|e〉) states are superpositions of two charge states (dashed
lines) of the circuit differing by one Cooper-pair, with the average value of the ground and
excited state energy defined to be 0. These energies are linearly dependent on x with slope
±2~gm/xzp, defining gm as the qubit-mechanics coupling rate. Similar to (a), the degeneracy
between the charge states at ng = 1/2 (charge degeneracy point) is lifted by the tunneling of
Cooper pairs across the junctions at rate EJ/~. Thus, the qubit transition frequency senses
the square of mechanical displacement with quadratic coupling strength (2gm)
2/(EJ/~). f,
False-colored scanning electron micrograph (at an angle) of the micromechanical oscillator
(blue) suspended above two electrodes (green and yellow) to form mechanically compliant
capacitors. The dc bias line imposes a voltage onto the oscillator plate. g, Top view of the
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device. The two bottom electrodes are shunted by two Josephson junctions (JJ) in parallel
to form a superconducting qubit.
13
Fig. 2: Determining the phonon distribution from a qubit spectrum
a, A qubit excitation causes a sudden change of the mechanical potential (parabolas) and
a non-zero overlap between spatial wavefunctions (lines) of different mechanical states. Be-
cause of symmetry, this process only connects an initial state |g, n〉 (shaded green) with states
of the same mechanical parity |e, n± 2l〉 (shaded red), creating or annihilating phonons by
pairs. b, The qubit spectrum (color-scale vs. y-axis) is measured while varying the power of
a classical ac-signal at ωm. The drive-induced shift in qubit frequency δωq (bottom-axis) is
linearly dependent on the drive power. Using an independently determined χm, we translate
this frequency shift into phonon numbers n (top-axis) according to δωq = 2χm(n + 1/2).
Small deviations of the gate charge from the degeneracy point, caused by charge noise, break
the parity symmetry and create spectroscopic peaks separated by ωm. c, d, The qubit spec-
trum (c, orange dots) is measured when the mechanical oscillator is in a thermal state. We
extract the phonon distribution (d) using a deconvolution procedure (solid) and find its
90% confidence interval (shaded) using non-parametric bootstrapping. For comparison, we
perform a least-squared fit (dashed) on the measured qubit spectrum assuming a thermal
distribution with only two free parameters: nth = 17.7 and the bare qubit frequency (see
supplementary material Sec. IIID). The expected qubit spectrum for the phonon distribution
extracted from deconvolution (solid) and fit (dashed) are also plotted in c for comparison.
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Keeping the temperature fixed, we coherently drive the mechanical oscillator to prepare it
in a displaced thermal state (purple) and extract its phonon distribution using both decon-
volution and fit, where ndisp = 43.3 is the only free fit parameter. The presented data is
representative of other displaced thermal states we measure, where we confirm the extracted
ndisp scales linearly with the power of the displacement drive (see supplementary material
Sec. V).
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Fig. 3: Dissipative energy squeezing
a, When the blue sideband transition |g, n− 1〉 ↔ |n, e〉 is driven continuously at rate Γ|n−1〉B
and the qubit decay rate is the dominant relaxation process (γm  Γ1), the combination
of the two results in the addition of one phonon in the mechanical oscillator at rate Γ
|n+1〉
B .
(Γ1 > Γ
|n−1〉
B for this work). Similarly, a red sideband drive removes one phonon at rate Γ
|n+1〉
R .
b,c, The sideband drives are phonon-number-sensitive, addressing a section of the phonon
population centered at nB or nR (for blue or red sideband drives) with a characteristic width
of W ≈ 7 phonons. A blue (b) or red (c) sideband drive applied on an initial thermal state
(dashed orange) creates a distortion in the phonon population (solid green) at time scale(
nB/Γ
|nB〉
B
)
or
(
nR/Γ
|nR〉
R
)
. d, Alternatively, adiabatically increasing the blue sideband drive
frequency (chirping) should empty all phonon population below the final value of nB. e,
Chirping the sideband drive to a final position of nB(τ) (bottom-axis) by stopping the chirp
at time τ (top-axis), we measure the qubit spectrum and extract the phonon distribution
(color-scale vs. y-axis) using deconvolution. At any time, the population is empty below the
line n = nB(τ) (dashed blue). f, Using a master equation calculation, we find the expected
phonon distribution for the chirping protocol used in e (see supplementary material Sec. VII).
g, When the blue sideband drive is chirped toward a static red sideband drive centered at
16
nR, the phonon population should be trapped in between, and squeezed in number space.
h,i, As in e and f, We compare the measured (h) and the expected (i) phonon distribution
for this energy squeezing protocol with nR = 44 (red dashed).
17
Fig. 4: Dissipatively stabilized sub-Poissonian state
The qubit spectrum (a, dots) is measured after an optimized energy squeezing protocol, and
the phonon distribution (b, solid green) is extracted from a deconvolution procedure. The
phonon distribution is sub-Poissonian and characterized by F = var(n)/ 〈n〉 = 0.257 < 1.
For reference, the phonon distribution and the expected qubit spectrum are plotted for a
coherent state (Poissonian, dashed black). In the qubit spectrum (a), the sub-Poissonian
nature of the mechanical state is evident in the narrower lineshape. The peaks visible are
separated by ωm, and corresponds to transitions |g, n〉 → |e, n+ l〉.
18
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I. DEVICE AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
A. Device overview
Photograph of the full device is given in Fig.1S(a). A dc bias port is used to apply an external dc voltage Vdc on the suspended
Aluminum disk that causes the qubit-mechanics coupling. It also allows rf frequency drives up to 260 MHz, and is used
extensively for classical ac modulation of the gate-charge (Sec.III), coherent driving of the mechanical oscillator (Sec.V), and
providing the ac-dither for the sideband drives (Sec.VI). To prevent the qubit energy from decaying through the dc bias line, a
on-chip low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 GHz is incorporated. A co-planar waveguide (CPW) resonator provides
the ability to control and readout the qubit. As in many standard circuit Quantum Electrodynamics (cQED) setups[1], we
dispersively couple the qubit to the CPW resonator by inserting it between the center conductor and one ground plane, as shown
in Fig.1S(b). In the following, the microwave resonator is also referred to as the cavity, to avoid possible confusion with the
mechanical oscillator.
The device can be related to the circuit schematic of Fig.1S(c). A voltage Vdc is imposed on the suspended disk. Two
bottom electrodes, placed at the motional anti-nodes of the disk, are connected by Josephson junctions. One of the electrodes is
connected to the ground plan through capacitance C0. The other electrode is capacitively coupled to the microwave resonator
through capacitance Cc, which allows for coherent control and readout of the qubit.
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2Fig. 1S. The device
a, Optical micrograph of the device chip shows the CPW resonator (microwave resonator), input and output ports and the dc bias port. A
on-chip LC filter, composed of inductance in series with waffled capacitance to ground, can be seen on the dc bias line. b, A zoom on the
blue rectangle of a shows the qubit-mechanics device embedded in between the center conductor and one ground plane of the CPW resonator.
The input coupling capacitance Cin of the resonator is visible on the left. c, A voltage Vdc is applied on the suspended Aluminum disk (blue).
Underneath the disk, two bottom eletrodes placed at the motional anti-node of the disk form two mechanically compliant capacitors C±m(x).
The two superconducting islands (green and yellow) are connected by Josephson junctions. One of the two islands is capacitively coupled to
a microwave resonator (orange) that allows for readout and control of the qubit. To read out the qubit, we measure the microwave resonator in
transmission, and the output port of the cavity is connected to the amplifier chain through coupling capacitor Cout. For low frequency signals
around ωm, node C can be treated as if it were grounded, and we recover Fig.1(c) of the main text. The anti-symmetric motion converts Vdc
into a voltage Vg(x) across the open terminals A and B. d, The Thevenin equivalent circuit around the Josephson junctions is a Cooper-pair
box qubit. This qubit is coupled to mechanical motion through a position-dependent gate-charge ng(x) = Cg(x)Vg(x)/2e.
In this experiment, we use a charge qubit in the Cooper-pair box (CPB) regime[2, 3]. Compared to a transmon, the highly
anharmonic energy levels of a CPB provides a much stronger sensitivity to low frequency charge fluctuations[4, 5]. The Hamil-
tonian of the qubit is given by
Hq = 4Ec(nˆ− ng)2 − EJ cos (φˆ), (S1)
where Ec and EJ are the charging and Josephson energy respectively (Ec ≈ EJ ), nˆ is the Cooper-pair number operator and φˆ is
the superconducting phase operator. We take the lowest two energy levels to function as the qubit, and its frequency is strongly
dependent on gate-charge ng ,
ωq =
√
E2J + (4Ec)
2(1− 2ng)2, (S2)
as shown in Fig.2S(a). Because of this strong dependence, noise in gate-charge can significantly change ωq and quickly decohere
the qubit. To alleviate this problem, we need to operate the qubit at the charge degeneracy point ng = 1/2, where the qubit
frequency is to first order insensitive to ng . We achieve this by applying a dc voltage on port Vcav.
To readout the qubit state, we dispersively couple the microwave resonator (i.e., cavity) to the qubit and measure its phase
in transmission. When the cavity frequency is pulled by the state of the qubit[6], it causes the cavity transmission phase ϕc to
change. Fig.2S(b) shows ϕc measured at the uncoupled cavity frequency as a function of ng when the qubit is in the ground
state, σz = −1. When the qubit is excited, the ϕc has the opposite sign. Because of the short qubit lifetime T1, the qubit readout
is not ”single-shot”. Instead, we adopt an incoherent measurement technique, and infer the average occupation of the qubit 〈σˆz〉
through the cavity transmission phase[7]. Operating around ng = 1/2, the qubit excited state probability is,
Pe =
1
2
(1 + σz) ≈ 1
2
− ϕc/2ϕ|g〉ng=0.5. (S3)
As an example, here we describe the pulse sequence that resulted in Fig.4 of main text: we start by preparing the mechanical
oscillator in the desired state by pulsing on simultaneously the sideband drives and the ac-dither for 1 ms. Because T1 ≈ 0.26 µs,
3Fig. 2S. Cooper-pair box qubit
a, The qubit frequency (green) is strongly dependent on the gate-charge ng , and would cross the cavity at ng = 0.38 and 0.62 if they were
uncoupled. b, Because they are coupled, the qubit state alters the cavity frequency. The phase ϕc of the cavity transmission plotted versus ng
shows that the qubit ground state shifts the cavity frequency. At a fixed value of ng , this phase enables qubit readout.
we wait 1 µs after the sideband pulse for the qubit to decay back to the ground state, and then drive the qubit for 1 µs to saturate
it. Afterward, we read out the cavity phase for a short 3 µs to avoid measurement backaction (see Sec.IV). We finally measure
the qubit parity, and wait more than 6 ms for the mechanical oscillator to thermalize back to its environment before starting the
next measurement cycle.
Parameter Value
qubit Josephson energy EJ/~ ≈ 2pi × 3.8 GHz
qubit charging energy Ec/~ ≈ 2pi × 2.9 GHz
qubit lifetime T1 ≈ 0.26µs
qubit intrinsic decoherence time T ∗2 ≈ 0.08µs
mechanical frequency ωm = 2pi × 25 MHz
mechanical thermal occupation nth = 13 ∼ 20
mechanical damping rate γm ≈ 2pi × 94 Hz
mechanical thermal decoherence rate nthγm ≈ 2pi × (1.2 ∼ 1.9) kHz
cavity (microwave resonator) frequency ωc ≈ 2pi × 4.76 GHz
cavity (microwave resonator) linewidth κ ≈ 2pi × 2.3 MHz
single phonon ac Stark shift 2χm ≈ 2pi × 0.52 MHz (Vdc = 6 V, ng = 1/2)
qubit-mechanics coupling rate gm ≈ 2pi × 22 MHz (Vdc = 6 V, ng = 1/2)
qubit-cavity coupling rate gc ≈ 2pi × 37 MHz (ng = 1/2)
Table. 1S. Essential parameters of the system
B. Thevenin equivalent circuit and qubit-mechanics interaction
In this section we derive the coupling between the qubit and the mechanical oscillator which arises from a motional modulation
of the CPB gate-charge. To see this, we analyze the circuit in in Fig.1S(c) for low frequency signals that are close to the
mechanical resonance or at dc. At such frequencies, because the linear capacitance of the microwave resonator Cshunt is much
larger than the other capacitances (Cshunt  Cin, Cout, Cc), node C in Fig.1S(c) can be treated as if it were grounded. Thus,
we recover Fig.1(c) of the main text. Seen by the junctions, the Thevenin equivalent representation of the circuit is shown in
Fig.1S(d). The equivalent voltage Vg(x) is the voltage difference across open terminals A and B,
Vg(x) = VA(x)− VB(x) = Vdc
(
C−m(x)
C−m(x) + C0
− C
+
m(x)
C+m(x) + Cc
)
, (S4)
with C±m = C
0
m/(1 ± xx0 ), where x0 is the static separation between the suspended disk and the bottom electrodes. Although
we intentionally create an asymmetry between Cc and C0 to allow for coherent driving of the mechanical oscillator (see Sec.V),
this asymmetry only introduces minor corrections to the coupling rate but doesn’t change the form of the coupling. Thus for
clarity, we treat the symmetric case here with C0 = Cc. Expanding around small motion at x = 0, eqn.(S4) simplifies to its
approximate form,
Vg(x) ≈ 2 C
0
mC0
(C0m + C0)
2
x
x0
Vdc +O
(
x
x0
)2
. (S5)
4Similarly, the equivalent capacitance Cg(x) is found by replacing the dc voltage source with a short circuit,
Cg(x) ≈ 1
2
(C0 + C
0
m) +O
(
x
x0
)2
. (S6)
Therefore, to first order in x, the circuit reduces to a Cooper-Pair box qubit, whose gate-voltage is linearly controlled by the
mechanical displacement, as we have illustrated in Fig.1(d) of the main text.
The position-dependent gate-voltage and capacitance of the CPB leads to a qubit-mechanics coupling through the gate-charge,
ng(x) = Cg(x)× Vg(x)/2e. For small motional amplitudes that we are concerned with in this experiment (tens to hundreds of
motional quanta), the modulation in gate-charge is always much smaller than a single Cooper-pair. Therefore, we can confine
the CPB charge basis to two adjacent charge states. The Cooper-pair number operator in eqn.(S1) reduces to nˆ = (σˆ′z + 1)/2,
where σˆ′z points along the Ec axis. Defining σˆz to align with the energy quantization axis, the interaction Hamiltonian is given
by,
HI = xˆ
∂
∂x
Hq
∣∣∣∣
ng=1/2
= 4Ec
∂ng(x)
∂x
xzp(aˆ+ aˆ
†)
(
cos θ0σˆx + sin θ0σˆz
)
= ~gm
(
aˆ+ aˆ†)(cos θ0σˆx + sin θ0σˆz
)
, (S7)
where xˆ = xzp(aˆ + aˆ†) is the mechanical position operator, xzp =
√
~
2mωm
is the mechanical zero point motion, and
θ0 = arctan[4Ec(1 − 2ng)/EJ ] is the mixing angle between charging energy and Josephson energy. The single phonon qubit-
mechanics coupling rate is given by
gm =
4Ec
~
∂ng(x)
∂x
xzp =
4Ec
2e~
C0mC0
C0m + C0
xzp
x0
Vdc. (S8)
II. EFFECTIVE INTERACTION
A. Dispersive transformation and effective quadratic coupling
The qubit-mechanics interaction in eqn.(S7) becomes an effective quadratic interaction under dispersive transformation. Op-
erating at the charge degeneracy point ng = 1/2 and taking ~ = 1, the Hamiltonian of the qubit-mechanics system is given
by,
H0 = ωmaˆ
†aˆ+
1
2
ωqσˆz + gmσˆx(aˆ+ aˆ
†). (S9)
Because of both the ultra-strong coupling strength (gm/ωm ≈ 0.9), and the large difference in the resonant frequencies
(ωm/ωq ≈ 0.006), the counter rotating terms σ+a† and σ−a contribute significantly. Therefore, we cannot apply the Rotat-
ing Wave Approximation (RWA) to simplify eqn.(S9) into the typical Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, the large
difference between the coupling rate and the qubit frequency (ωq  gm) means that there is no spontaneous transfer between
qubit and mechanical excitation[8]. Following reference[9], applying a unitary dispersive transformation,
Uˆdisp = exp
[gm
∆
(aˆσˆ+ − aˆ†σˆ−) + gm
Σ
(aˆ†σˆ+ − aˆσˆ−)
]
, (S10)
where ∆ = ωq − ωm and Σ = ωq + ωm, and keeping terms to the first order of gm/∆ and gm/Σ, we find
Hdisp = ωmaˆ
†aˆ+
1
2
ωqσˆz +
1
2
χmσˆz(aˆ+ aˆ
†)2, (S11)
where χm = g2m
(
1/∆ + 1/Σ
)
includes the Bloch-Siegert shift[9–11].
Because a qubit excitation is much faster than the mechanical dynamics, the position can be regarded as stationary under a
sudden qubit excitation. The physics is clear if the Hamiltonian is written as
Heff =
1
2
ωqσˆz +
pˆ2
2m
+
1
2
kxˆ2 +
1
2
k
(
2χm
ωm
)
σˆzxˆ
2, (S12)
where we recover the effective quadratic coupling Hamiltonian in the main text by replacing the phonon number operators with
the position and momentum operators. Here, xˆ =
√
1
2mωm
(aˆ† + aˆ), and pˆ = i
√
mωm
2 (aˆ
† − aˆ) are position and momentum
operators respectively. With the Hamiltonian in this form, the qubit-mechanics coupling can be expressed as a qubit-state
dependent spring constant,
k(σˆz) = k
(
1 +
2χm
ωm
σˆz
)
. (S13)
5B. System eigenstates and qubit excitation
In this section, we describe theoretically the effect of a qubit state dependent spring constant. We show that the qubit spectrum
acquires sideband transitions that alter the phonon number and a dispersive shift proportional to the phonon number. We use
both a Frank-Condon description (Sec.II B 1) and direct diagonalization (Sec.II B 2) to derive these effects. In particular, we
diagonalize the system Hamiltonian in the presence of a coherent qubit drive to predict the qubit spectrum.
1. Frank-Condon description
The impedance Zm =
√
km determines the spatial scale of the mechanical wavefunction. For a given qubit state σz , the
mechanical spatial wavefunction for a phonon Fock state |n〉 is given by[12],
ψ(x, n, σz) =
1√
2nn!
(
Zσzm
pi~
) 1
4
eZ
σz
m x
2/2~Hn
(
x
√
Zσzm
~
)
, (S14)
where Zσzm =
√
k(σz)m is the qubit-state dependent mechanical impedance, and the functions Hn(z) are Hermite polynomials.
As such, a qubit excitation can connect otherwise orthogonal mechanical states, according to the Frank-Condon principle[13,
14]. The probability of such a transition is given by the overlap in the spatial wavefunctions,
Pn,m ∝
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(x, n,−1)ψ(x,m, 1)dx, (S15)
where Pn,m is the probability of observing transition |g, n〉 → |e,m〉. Because of the symmetry in the mechanical potential,
we expect only transitions that change the phonon occupation by an even number. When m = n, this qubit transition preserves
the mechanical phonon number. However, when m > n, we have a blue sideband transition, where phonons are added while
exciting the qubit. Vice versa, when m < n, a red sideband transition is realized, which cools the mechanical oscillator while
exciting the qubit.
2. Direct diagonalization
To directly diagonalize the Hamiltonian of eqn.(S11), we introduce unitary transformation[15, 16],
Sˆ
(
r(σˆz)
)
= exp
[
1
2
r(σˆz)(aˆ
2 − aˆ†2)
]
, (S16)
where,
r(σˆz) =
1
2
arctanh
(
χmσˆz
ωm + χmσˆz
)
≈ χm
2ωm
σˆz ≡ rσˆz. (S17)
This unitary transformation diagonalizes the Hamiltonian into the familiar form of a dispersive Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian,
Hsq =
∑
n
{
ω−n |g〉b |n〉b b〈n| b〈g|+ ω+n |e〉b |n〉b b〈n| b〈e|
}
(S18)
where |g〉b, |e〉b, and |n〉b are eigenstates of the the uncoupled qubit and mechanical oscillator respectively, and the eigenvalues
are given by ω±n = nωm ± 12 (ωq + 2χmn) = nωm ± 12ωnq , with
ωnq = (ω
b
q + χm) + 2χmn (S19)
the phonon number dependent qubit frequency, and ωbq the bare qubit frequency. The eigenstates of the diagonalized Hamil-
tonian |g〉b |n〉b and |e〉b |n〉b are related to the the eigenstates of the original Rabi Hamiltonian eqn.(S9) through the unitary
transformation Sˆ
(
r(σˆz)
)
,
|g, n〉 = Sˆ(rσˆz) |g〉b |n〉b = |g〉b Sˆ(−r) |n〉b ,
|e, n〉 = Sˆ(rσˆz) |e〉b |n〉b = |e〉b Sˆ(r) |n〉b .
(S20)
6Indeed compared to the uncoupled mechanical oscillator, the excited state qubit stiffens the mechanical spring, and squeezes the
oscillator energy along its position axis. Similarly, the qubit ground state loosens the mechanical spring, and anti-squeezes the
oscillator energy along its position axis.
With the Hamiltonian diagonalized, we can now understand how a coherent drive on the qubit will affect the system. Already
from eqn.(S20), we can observe that under a qubit excitation, the mechanical occupation will not be conserved,
αmn = 〈e,m| σˆ+ |g, n〉 = b〈m|Sˆ(−2r) |n〉b 6= δm,n, (S21)
where δm,n is the Kronecker delta. This inner product is the same overlap in spatial wavefunctions between different mechanical
states as discussed in Sec.II B 1, |αmn|2 =
∫∞
−∞ ψ
∗(x, n,−1)ψ(x,m, 1)dx, and it only allows transitions that change the phonon
occupation by an even number.
Going beyond the intuition, we calculate the transition rates that determine the qubit spectrum by writing down the time
evolution of the system without decoherence under a coherent qubit drive (see Sec.VII for effects of decoherence),
HD(t) = ΩRσˆx cosωdt, (S22)
where ΩR is the Rabi rate due to the external drive, and ωd is the drive frequency. Going into the interaction picture with,
H0 = UˆdispSˆ
(
r(σˆz)
)
HsqSˆ
†
(
r(σˆz)
)
Uˆ†disp
=
∑
n
(
ω−n |g, n〉 〈g, n|+ ω+n |e, n〉 〈e, n|
)
,
(S23)
the interaction Hamiltonian is given by,
V(t) = e−iH0tHD(t)eiH0t
=
1
2
ΩR
∑
n,m
(
α∗mne
−i∆dmnt |g, n〉 〈e,m|+ αmnei∆dmnt |e,m〉 〈g, n|
)
,
(S24)
where αmn = b〈m|Sˆ(−2r) |n〉b is the overlap between different motional states under a qubit flip (eqn.(S21)), and ∆dmn =
ω+m − ω−n − ωd is the detuning between the qubit drive and transition |g, n〉 ↔ |e,m〉. Equation (S24) identifies the appearance
of sideband transitions separated by 2ωm. Starting from an initial state |g, n〉, the qubit spectrum peaks at drive frequencies,
ωd = ω
n
q + 2lωm(k ∈ Z), (S25)
with transition rates
Ω2ln = ΩR|αn+2l,n| = ΩR
∣∣∣b〈n+ 2l|Sˆ(−2r) |n〉b∣∣∣. (S26)
In our measurement scheme, this transition rate is related to the spectroscopic qubit excitation probability Pe ∝ Ω2[7].
C. Effect of residual coupling
Charge noise introduces a residual σˆz coupling between the qubit energy and mechanical oscillator position. Despite its small
coupling rate gzm  gm, the residual coupling is an important effect because it describes the coupling between qubit energy and
mechanical position at first order; whereas the σˆx coupling describes the second order coupling of position to energy. In this
section, we investigate its effect by directly diagonalizing the Hamiltonian with a residual σˆz coupling.
According to eqn.(S7), a charge offset in ng introduces a residual σˆz coupling, and the Hamiltonian becomes,
H rsd0 = ωmaˆ
†aˆ+
1
2
ωqσˆz + g
x
mσˆx(aˆ+ aˆ
†) + gzmσˆz(aˆ+ aˆ
†). (S27)
For small residual coupling gzm  gxm ≈ gm, we apply consecutively the following unitary transformations to diagonalize this
Hamiltonian,
H rsddiag = Sˆ
†
(
r(σˆz)
)
Dˆ†
(
α(σˆz)
)
Rˆ†
(
θ(Xˆ)
)
Uˆ†dispH
rsd
0 UˆdispDˆ
(
α(σˆz)
)
Rˆ
(
θ(Xˆ)
)
Sˆ
(
r(σˆz)
)
, (S28)
7where
Rˆ
(
θ(Xˆ)
)
= exp
[
− i1
2
σˆy arctan
(
χzmXˆ
2
ωq/2 + gzmXˆ + χmXˆ
2
)]
≈ 1ˆ (S29)
is the qubit rotation operator with Xˆ = aˆ+ aˆ†, χzm = g
x
mg
z
m
(
1
∆ +
1
Σ
) χm, and
Dˆ
(
α(σˆz)
)
= exp
[
α(σˆz)aˆ
† − α∗(σˆz)aˆ
]
,
α(σˆz) = − g
z
mσˆz
ωm + 4χmσˆz
≈ − g
z
m
ωm
σˆz ≡ βσˆz
(S30)
is the qubit-state dependent displacement operator. Similar to eqn.(S20), the eigenstate of H rsd0 are given by,
|g, n〉 = Sˆ(rσˆz)Dˆ(βσˆz) |g〉b |n〉b = |g〉b Sˆ(−r)Dˆ(−β) |n〉b ,
|e, n〉 = Sˆ(rσˆz)Dˆ(βσˆz) |e〉b |n〉b = |e〉b Sˆ(r)Dˆ(β) |n〉b .
(S31)
Consequently, the overlap between different mechanical states under a qubit excitation is given by,
αrsdmn = 〈e,m| σˆ+ |g, n〉 = b〈m|Dˆ†(β)Sˆ(−2r)Dˆ(−β) |n〉b . (S32)
Therefore, as the residual σˆz coupling breaks the symmetry in the system, a qubit excitation can connect all mechanical states.
In terms of qubit spectroscopy, if we start from an initial state of |g, n〉, we expect qubit excitation peaks centered at drive
frequencies
ωd = ω
n
q + lωm(l ∈ Z) (S33)
separated by ωm, with transition rates
Ωln = ΩR
∣∣αrsdn+l,n∣∣. (S34)
III. SIMULATING FOCK STATE RESPONSE WITH A CLASSICAL DRIVE
To simulate the effect of motion, we apply a large ac gate-voltage at ωm on the dc bias line, which is weakly coupled to the
qubit. This drive behaves as a classical modulation of the qubit’s gate-charge ng . In Sec.III A, we justify this simulation, and
describe the effects of the classical gate-charge modulation in terms of qubit spectroscopy. In Sec.III B & III C, we show the
qubit response to classical drive to be a good approximation of that to quantized motion in the mechanical oscillator. Finally in
Sec.III D, we show the procedure of converting the measured qubit response to a point-spread-function (PSF)[17, 18] map used
to reconstruct phonon distributions from qubit spectra.
A. Classical modulation on gate-charge
As discussed in Sec.I B, the coupling originates from a oscillator-position-dependent gate-charge ng(x). If the motion is
treated classically, it will sinusoidally modulate the gate-charge in time at the mechanical frequency. To experimentally simulate
this effect, we turn off the qubit-mechanics coupling by setting Vdc = 0, and drive an ac voltage through the same dc bias line
(Sec.I A) at ωm. This ac voltage is converted into a CPB gate-voltage through the asymmetry between C0 and Cc, and results in
a time dependent gate-charge
ng(t) =
1
2
+ δng + nx cos(ωmt), (S35)
where nx is the modulation amplitude, and δng is an offset from the charge degeneracy point.
From this modulation, we find the qubit spectrum to be altered in two distinct ways. First, the center qubit resonance is
continuously shifted, δωxq (δng, nx), as a function of modulation amplitude (eqn.S45). Second, the modulation will cause the
appearence of sideband peaks at large modulation amplitude. At the charge degeneracy point (δng = 0), those sidebands are
separated by 2ωm with a transition rate given by Bessel functions of the first kind Ω2lx = ΩRJl
( δωxq (nx)
2ωm
)
(eqn.S40). Alterna-
tively, when an offset charge is present (δng 6= 0), those sidebands are separated by ωm with a transition rate given by a product
of Bessel functions (eqn.S46).
8We start at the charge degeneracy point. Expanding around small modulation amplitude, the qubit frequency (eqn.(S2)) is
ωq(t) =
√
E2J + (4Ec)
2(1− 2ng(t))2
= EJ + 2
(4Ec)
2
EJ
n2x cos
2(ωmt) +O(n
4
x)
≈ EJ + (4Ec)
2
EJ
n2x +
(4Ec)
2
EJ
n2x cos(2ωmt).
(S36)
Here, the first term is the bare qubit frequency at the charge degeneracy point, ωbq = EJ . The second term corresponds to a
static frequency shift of the qubit that is proportional to the energy in the classical drive, analogous to the ac Stark shift. The last
term in eqn.(S36) is a frequency modulation of the qubit frequency at 2ωm. To understand its effect, we write down the time
evolution of the system without decoherence under a coherent qubit drive given by eqn.(S22). Here, the bare Hamiltonian is
Hc0 =
1
2ωq(t)σˆz , and its time evolution operator is,
Uˆ c0 (t) = Tˆ
(
exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
Hc0(τ)dτ
])
= exp
[
− i
2
φ(t)σˆz
]
, (S37)
where Tˆ is the time ordering operator, and
φ(t) =
∫ t
0
ωq(τ)dτ = ω
x
q (nx)t+
δωxq
2ωm
sin(2ωmt), (S38)
where
ωxq (nx) = ω
b
q +
(4Ec)
2
EJ
n2x (S39)
is the drive power dependent qubit mean frequency, and δωxq (nx) = ω
x
q (nx) − ωbq is the qubit-frequency shift because of the
classical modulation. Therefore, invoking the Jacobi-Anger expansion, the time evolution for the coherent drive in the interaction
picture is,
Vc(t) = Uˆ c0
†(t)HR(t)Uˆ c0 (t) =
1
2
ΩR
(
σˆ+e
i[φ(t)−ωdt] + σˆ−e−i[φ(t)−ωdt]
)
=
∞∑
l=−∞
1
2
ΩRJl
(
δωxq (nx)
2ωm
)[
σˆ+e
i∆dl,x(nx)t + σˆ−e−i∆
d
l,x(nx)t
] (S40)
where Jl(z) is the l-th order Bessel function of the first kind, and
∆dl,x(nx) = ω
x
q (nx) + 2lωm − ωd. (S41)
Similar to eqn.(S24), eqn.(S40) identifies the appearance of sideband transitions at frequencies ωxq (nx), separated by 2ωm.
Coherently driving at one of these resonant frequencies, the transition rate is given by
Ω2lx = ΩRJl
(
δωxq (nx)
2ωm
)
. (S42)
A similar calculation with a static offset δng from the charge degeneracy point recovers the sideband transitions separated by
odd integer multiples of ωm, and captures the classical effect due to residual σˆz coupling (Sec.II C). Writing the time dependent
gate-charge as ng(t) = 12 + δng + nx cos (ωmt), eqn.(S36) becomes
ωq(t) ≈ ωbq(δng) + δωxq (δng, nx) + δωxq (δng, nx) cos(2ωmt) +
(8Ec)
2
ωq(δng)
nxδng cos (ωmt), (S43)
where
ωbq(δng) =
√
E2J + (8Ecδng)
2, (S44)
9is the bare qubit frequency at charge offset δng , and
δωxq (δng, nx) =
(4EcEJ)
2(
ωbq(δng)
)3n2x (S45)
is the drive-induced qubit shift. Note that at charge degeneracy, δng = 0, ωbq(0) = EJ , and we recover eqn.(S39). We can also
find the time evolution for the coherent drive in the interaction picture to be
Vc(t) =
∞∑
a,b=−∞
1
2
ΩRJa
(
δωxq (δng, nx)
2ωm
)
Jb
(
(8Ec)
2
ωmωbq(δng)
nxδng
)[
σˆ+e
i∆da,b,x(δng,nx)t + σˆ−e−i∆
d
a,b,x(δng,nx)t
]
, (S46)
where
∆da,b,x(δng, nx) = ω
x
q (δng, nx) + (2a+ b)ωm − ωd. (S47)
This identifies the appearence of sideband transitions separated by ωm. Coherently driving at one of these frequencies, the
transition rate is given by
Ωlx = ΩR
∑
2a+b=l
Ja
(δωxq (δng, nx)
2ωm
)
Jb
( (8Ec)2
ωmωbq(δng)
nxδng
)
. (S48)
B. Classical model vs. quantum theory
In general, the qubit response to quantized motion is different from the qubit response to classical modulation. Despite the
common qubit-frequency shift proportional to modulation power and the same resonant conditions under a coherent drive, the
difference between the two lies in their different transition rates. For a classical modulation, the transition rates are symmetric
around the center qubit peak, Ωlx = Ω
−l
x (eqn.(S48)), and the qubit spectroscopy is therefore also symmetric. With quantized
motion, however, the qubit spectroscopy is asymmetric around the phonon-conserving peak. A simple example is the case of an
initial state |g, 0〉. While phonons can be added into the mechanical oscillator using blue sideband transitions, they cannot be
extracted from the mechanical ground state using red sideband transitions.
In this experiment, however, the qubit response to quantized motion is well approximated by the qubit response to classical
modulation. When the sideband transitions become prominent features in qubit spectroscopy at n & 50 (because 2χm/ωm ≈
0.02), the asymmetry between the blue and red sideband transitions is small enough to be neglected. Conversely, when the
asymmetry is strong at small phonon numbers, the qubit spectroscopy is dominated by the phonon conserving transition and the
sidebands can be all together ignored. To provide an intuition for this, we calculate the asymmetry by expanding the sideband
rate Ω±2n connecting states |g, n〉 and |g, n± 2〉 to first order in χm/ωm (eqn.(S26)),
Ω−2n
Ω2n
≈
√
n(n− 1)
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
≈ 1− 2
n
+O(
1
n2
). (S49)
At n = 50 phonons, this corresponds to a ∼ 4% asymmetry between sideband rates and a ∼ 2% deviation from the classical
case. Indeed a negligible amount compared to the measurement noise in the qubit spectrum.
A more rigorous numerical comparison can be made between the transition rates under classical and quantum modulation us-
ing eqn.(S48) and eqn.(S34). To perform this comparison, we first relate the motional quanta to the equivalent charge modulation
amplitude through the qubit-frequency shift. At charge degeneracy, using eqn.(S19) and eqn.(S39) to shift the qubit frequency
by the same amount, we find
n+
1
2
=
(4Ec)
2
2χmEJ
n2x, (S50)
where n is the motional quanta, and nx is the modulation amplitude of gate-charge. Fig.3S shows numerical comparisons of the
transition rate under classical and quantum theory. Although different in general (Fig.3S(b)), for us at 2r ≈ χm/ωm ≈ 0.01,
Fig.3S(a) shows the simulation with classical modulation to be a good approximation for qubit response to quantized motion in
the mechanical oscillator. For simplicity, we only show the case at the degeneracy point, δng = 0. Nevertheless, we find the
same conclusion when a charge offset is included.
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Fig. 3S. Transition rates under classical modulation vs. quantized motion
The solid lines correspond to transition rates squared
∣∣Ω2lx ∣∣2 as functions of the ng modulation amplitude squared n2x (bottom-axis) according
to eqn.(S40). The dots correspond to transition rates squared
∣∣Ω2ln ∣∣2 for a given initial phonon number n (top-axis) according to eqn.(S24).
For a given squeezing amplitude
(
a, 2r ≈ χm/ωm = 0.01 and b, 2r = 0.2
)
, n2x is related to n by enforcing the same qubit-frequency shift
according to eqn.(S50). The quality of approximation using classical gate-charge modulation degrades for larger squeezing amplitude.
C. Charge noise
In this section, we explore the effects of a 1/f gate-charge noise on the measured qubit spectrum. While charge noise at ωm
introduces an uncertainty in n2x and thus in extracted phonon number, charge noise with frequency component much less than
ωm leads to an asymmetric qubit lineshape. We use this asymmetry to extract a charge noise intensity consistent with typical
reported values. Based on this extracted noise intensity, we calculate the qubit spectrum as shown in Fig.5S(c). This calculation
predicts the odd-order sideband peaks and agrees well with the measurement shown in Fig.5S(b).
To understand the effects of charge noise, we model it as a sum of sinusoidal signals with frequencies ωi and random phases
φi uniformly distributed within range [0, 2pi], ∑
i
ni cos (ωit+ φi), (S51)
where ni is the noise amplitude. The overall time dependence of the gate-charge centered around the degeneracy point is therefor
ng(t) =
1
2 + nx cos (ωmt) +
∑
i ni cos (ωit+ φi). Following eqn.(S36), and treating both nx and ni as small parameters, the
time dependent qubit frequency is
ωq(t) = ω
b
q +
(4Ec)2
EJ
n2x +
(4Ec)2
EJ
n2x cos (2ωmt)
+
(8Ec)
2
EJ
∑
i,j
ninj cos (ωit+ φi) cos (ωjt+ φj)
+
(8Ec)
2
EJ
∑
i
nxni cos (ωmt) cos (ωit+ φi)
+O(n4x) +O(n
4
i ) +O(n
2
in
2
x).
(S52)
Here, the first line is identical to eqn.(S36) and describes the effect of the explicit classical drive on the gate.
An asymmetric qubit lineshape arises from the dispersion relation of the qubit frequency around the charge degeneracy point
(eqn.(S2)). This corresponds to the second line of eqn.(S52), which describes the qubit response without the classical ac drive.
Because measurements are averaged over many realizations, this effect is best understood by treating the incoherent charge
noise as a set of stationary charge offsets {δng} away from ng = 1/2. Assuming a Gaussian process for this offset with mean
〈δng〉 = 0 and standard deviation σc, the averaged qubit spectrum with nx = 0 is a sum of qubit spectra weighted by the
corresponding offset probability,
Pe(ω) =
∫
dδng
1√
2piσ2c
exp
(− δn2g
2σ2c
) [ (AΓintrinsic/2)2(
ω − ωbq(δng)
)2
+ (Γintrinsic/2)2(1 +A2)
]
dδng, (S53)
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where Γintrinsic is the qubit linewidth without charge noise, A = ΩR
√
2
Γ1Γintrinsic
is the reduced Rabi rate, and ωbq(δng) =√
E2J + (8Ecδng)
2 is the bare qubit resonance given δng . As shown in Fig.4S, with Γintrinsic, A, EJ and σc being free pa-
rameters, we fit the bare qubit lineshape (Vdc = 0, and nx = 0) to find σc = 0.0071 (2e). Given the measurement protocol,
this value corresponds to a 1/f charge noise intensity of 1.03 × 10−3e/√Hz at 10 Hz, consistent with the typical charge noise
intensity of 10−3 − 10−4 e/√Hz at 10 Hz[19].
Fig. 4S. Asymmetric qubit lineshape due to charge noise
At Vdc = 0V, and nx = 0, we measure the qubit spectrum (green dots). Because of the highly averaged measurement protocol, the 1/f
charge noise manifests as an asymmetric qubit lineshape. Modeling the charge noise as a Gaussian random variable, we can fit (red) the qubit
lineshape with eqn.(S53) to find the standard deviation in gate-charge, σc = 0.0071 (2e). Alternatively, we can fit the qubit lineshape with
skewed Lorentzians (blue) without assumptions of charge noise distribution according to eqn.(S57). We use this skewed Lorentzian fit to
process the measured qubit spectra under classical charge modulation in Sec.III D.
Additional to the asymmetric lineshape, charge noise with frequency components close to ωm also interacts with the classical
modulation to introduce an uncertainty in the extracted phonon number, corresponding to the third line of eqn.(S52). Using the
charge noise intensity found above, we find the uncertainty in phonon number to be negligible even at n ∼ 300.
Thus, we find the simulation with classical modulation to remain faithful in the presence of charge because the noise-induced
phonon number uncertainty is negligible and the noise-induced asymmetry is fully captured by the highly averaged qubit mea-
surement.
Finally, we provide a model that predicts the qubit spectrum under an explicit classical charge modulation of amplitude nx in
the presence of charge noise. We assume a Gaussian charge noise process and a field-strength of  for the spectroscopic drive.
For a given gate-charge offset δng , the expected qubit spectrum is given by a sum of Lorentzians,
P δnge (nx, ω) =
∑
l
1
2
(Al(ω)Γintrinsic/2)
2
(ω − ωl)2 + (Γintrinsic)2(1 +A2l (ω))
, (S54)
where ωl = ωbq(δng) + δω
x
q (δng, nx) + lωm is the resonance frequency of the l-th order sideband transition, and
Al(ω) = Ω
l
x(ω)
√
2
Γ1Γintrinsic
= ΩR(ω)
√
2
Γ1Γintrinsic
∑
2a+b=l
Ja
(δωxq (δng, nx)
2ωm
)
Jb
( (8Ec)2
ωmωbq(δng)
nxδng
) (S55)
is its reduced transition rate with ΩR(ω) = 2gc/(ω − ωc) being the drive Rabi rate. Similar to eqn.(S53), we model the charge
noise as a Gaussian process with 〈δng〉 = 0 and standard deviation σc to find the overall qubit spectrum
Pe(nx, ω) =
∫
dδng
1√
2piσ2c
exp
(
−δng
2
2σ2c
)
P δnge (nx, ω)dδng. (S56)
Fig.5S(c) shows the numerical result of this model where Γintrinsic, and σc = 0.0071(2e) are both extracted from Fig.4S. Only
the drive strength  is left free to match the maximum peak-height in the map of Fig.5S(b). In this figure, we observe the odd
order sideband transitions discussed in Sec.II C & III A. The good agreement between the experiment shown in Fig.5S(b) and
the theory shown in Fig.5S(c) allows us to attribute charge noise as the main source of residual σˆz coupling.
D. Using the simulation
We convert the experimentally measured qubit response to classical modulation (Fig.5S(a)) to a map of qubit response to
quantized motion of quantized motion in two steps:
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(1) We connect the measured cavity transmission phase to qubit excitation probability Pe(ω) using eqn.(S3). Instead of
directly using the measured phase which contains statistical noise, we instead fit the measured spectrum using a sum of skewed
Lorentzians where each Lorentzian describes one sideband peak or the center qubit peak:
ϕc(ω) =
∑
l
1
2
(AlΓl/2)
2(
ω−ωl
1+L Sgn(ω−ωl)
)2
+ (Γl/2)
2
(1 +A2l )
, (S57)
where ωl is the resonances of the system under the spectroscopic drive, Al describes the corresponding transition rate
∣∣Ωlx∣∣2,
and L captures the asymmetry due to charge noise[18]. In this fit, we also remove the background phase present in Fig.5S(a),
which increases at larger modulation amplitude. This background phase arises from time-averaging the cavity phase response of
Fig.2S(b) to a classical gate-charge modulation around ng = 1/2.
(2) We find the qubit response at integer phonon numbers by interpolating the fit parameters extracted from step (1).
We thus create a new map, as shown in Fig.5S(b), which we take as the qubit response to mechanical Fock states. As discussed
in the main text, we perform deconvolution procedures and least-squared fits to understand phonon distribution. Details of those
techniques can be found in reference [18], replacing the PSF (Πni) with the map in Fig.5S(b).
Fig. 5S. Qubit response to classical modulation vs. quantized motion
a, We sweep the frequency of a weak qubit-excitation probe signal (y-axis) and measure the cavity transmission phase ϕc (color-scale) as
a function of the classical modulation amplitude (x-axis). This modulation amplitude nx is related to the qubit-frequency shift δωxq (nx)
according to eqn.(S39). The qubit excitations appear as dips in ϕc. The background phase increases at larger nx because the gate-charge
modulation around ng = 1/2 rectifies the cavity phase response of Fig.2S(b). Data is not collected in the black region because no feature
is expected. b, We convert the measured phase response (a) to the qubit spectra (color-scale vs. y-axis) at particular mechanical Fock states
(x-axis). The cavity transmission phase is fitted (eqn.S57), converted to the probability of exciting the qubit, and interpolated at appropriate
qubit Stark shifts (eqn.S19). We use this map to extract phonon distributions. c, We calculate the expected qubit spectra using eqn.(S56) and
assuming a Gaussian gate-charge distribution of mean 〈ng〉 = 0.5 and standard deviation σc = 0.0071.
Finally, two technical details need to be considered to properly reconstruct the mechanical phonon distribution using Fig.5S(b).
First, because qubit lineshape is strongly dependent on the spectroscopic drive strength[7], we ensure the drive power is the same
for all measurements. Second, the bare qubit frequency is different between experiments performed at Vdc = 0 V and Vdc = 6 V,
with a difference of 3 − 3.5 MHz. We attribute this to both a change in qubit charging energy due to the dc voltage[18] and
a change in Josephson energy due to variations in the local flux. To correct for this error, we measure the qubit spectrum with
the mechanical oscillator in a thermal state before each experiment of interest, and perform a least-squared fit to extract the bare
qubit frequency (see Sec.V).
IV. MEASUREMENT BACKACTION
We infer the phonon distribution from the qubit spectrum, but this inferences requires care because the qubit state is not
a quantum-nondemolition measurement of the phonon number. On the contrary, the sidebands seen in the qubit spectrum
correspond to the creation or annihilation of phonons. Thus, to ensure an accurate inference of the phonon distribution, we
need to limit the measurement-induced change in phonon distribution to a negligible amount. To this end, we employ a short
spectroscopic drive duration, and demonstrate its perturbation on phonon distribution is small beyond detection.
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Fig. 6S. Measurement backaction
a, We measure the qubit spectrum with different durations Tspec of the spectroscopy tone. The oscillator has been prepared into a sub-Poissonian
state with 〈n〉 = 43. The trace with Tspec = 3 µs is identical to Fig.4(a) of the main text. An incremental offset of 2% is added for each trace.
The vertical dashed lines correspond to the positions of the qubit excitation peaks at Tspec = 3 µs. With increasing Tspec, the l = −1 peak shifts
toward a lower frequency because of sideband cooling, and the l = {1, 2} peaks shift toward higher frequencies because of sideband heating,
demonstrating measurement backaction. With increasing Tspec, we also observe a broadening of the center qubit peak caused by the damping
of the mechanical oscillator during measurement. b, We subtract the Tspec = 3 µs qubit spectrum from each qubit spectrum in a. Structure can
be observed in the traces with Tspec > 5 µs at the positions of the dashed lines.
For the core result of this paper (Fig.4 of the main text), we find the appropriate duration of Tspec = 3 µs experimentally as
shown in Fig.6S. After preparing the sub-Poissonian state as described in the main text, we drive the qubit for different Tspec
and measure its spectrum. When we increase Tspec past 5 µs, we start to observe changes in the qubit spectrum associated with
changing phonon distribution. Therefore, we use Tspec = 3 µs for Fig.4(a) of the main text. However, we note that Tspec = 3 µs
is not a universal condition for avoiding measurement backaction. Instead, it is influenced by both measurement noise and the
phonon distribution being measured.
In experiments where the phonon distribution is already broad, and where we are interested in detecting how the distribution
changes as function of other parameters (Fig. 2 and 3 in the main text), we use longer spectroscopy pulses of 100 µs. This
improves the duty cycle of measurements, which use 8 ms repetition rates to allow for the mechanical oscillator to re-equilibrate,
at the cost of a small reduction in the fidelity of the extracted phonon distributions.
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V. COHERENT MECHANICAL DISPLACEMENT
Coherent mechanical motion is driven resonantly with the product of the dc voltage Vdc and an ac voltage applied on the same
electrode. Because the mechanical oscillator is originally in thermal equilibrium with the dilution fridge, the mechanical states
we prepare this way are coherently displaced thermal states, with phonon distribution given by[20],
P (n, nth, ndisp) =
∞∑
m=0
nmth
(1 + nth)
m+1 e
−ndisp min{m,n}!
max{m,n}!n
|n−m|
disp
[
L
|n−m|
min{m,n}(ndisp)
]2
, (S58)
where Lln(x) is the associated Laguerre polynomial, nth is the thermal occupation initially in the mechanical oscillator, and
ndisp = |α|2 is the mean phonon displacement due to the coherent drive. This equation allows us to perform least-squared fit on
the measured displaced thermal states, as shown in Fig.2(d) of the main text.
Fig. 7S. Thermal and displaced thermal states
For different Vcoh, we measure the qubit spectrum and extract the mechanical phonon distribution (inset). Phonon distributions extracted
from deconvolution (solid) and their 90% confidence interval (shaded) are plotted alongside the result of least-squared fit (dashed). a, With
Vcoh = 0 V, the mechanical oscillator is in a thermal state. A least-squared fit to the thermal distribution finds nth = 17.7. This is identical
to Fig.2(c) in the main text. b-f, By applying an ac-drive with 25 MHz frequency and amplitude Vcoh (specified at the generator output), we
coherently displace the thermal mechanical state by a mean phonon displacement of ndisp. Keeping the extracted nth from a constant, we
perform least-squared fits assuming displaced thermal distributions to extract ndisp. The extracted parameters are: b, Vcoh = 100.5 mV and
ndsip = 8.0; c, Vcoh = 142 mV and ndsip = 20.0; d, Vcoh = 174 mV and ndsip = 30.6; e, Vcoh = 201 mV and ndsip = 43.5 (identical to Fig.2(d)
of the main text); and f, Vcoh = 225 mV and ndsip = 51.9. g, We plot the extracted ndsip as a function of V 2coh. The error bars correspond to
90% confidence intervals of ndsip found through non-parametric bootstrapping. Dashed blue line is a linear fit that goes through the origin.
Figure 7S, shows more measured displaced thermal states. Similar to Fig.2 in the main text, we plot the measured qubit
spectrum along with the reconstructed phonon distribution. In Fig.7S(a), the coherent drive is off and we perform a least-squared
fit on the qubit spectrum assuming thermal distribution,
P (n, nth) =
nnth
(1 + nth)n+1
, (S59)
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to find nth and the bare qubit frequency (See Sec.III D). In Fig.7S(b-f), ndisp is extracted by performing least-squared fits assum-
ing displaced thermal distribution with ndisp being the only free parameter.
The coherent drive amplitude controls the phonon displacement, ndisp ∝ V 2coh. In Fig.7S(g), we verify the coherent displace-
ment by plotting V 2coh against the extracted ndisp. The linear fit (dashed line) goes through the origin. The 90% confidence
interval error bars on the extracted ndisp can be found with non-parametric bootstrapping[18, 21]: each qubit spectrum shown
here is the average of 200 independently measured traces. We first create sets of synthetic data by re-sampling randomly with
replacement among those 200 traces and then averaging. On those synthetic data, we perform the same displaced thermal fits to
create a distribution of the extracted ndisp, from which a confidence interval can be found.
VI. AC-DITHER SIDEBAND
We adopt the technique of driving ac-dither sidebands to access single phonon sideband transitions. Discussed in reference
[22] for a CPB qubit, this technique introduces a dynamical σˆz coupling by applying an ac-dither on the gate-charge, ng(t) =
n0g + n
dither
g cos (ωdithert). With a small dither amplitude (8Ecn
dither
g /EJ ≈ 0.306), the ac-dither sideband Hamiltonian is given
by
HditherBSB = ΩSB,0
(
aˆσˆ− + aˆ†σˆ+
)
,
HditherRSB = ΩSB,0
(
aˆσˆ+ + aˆ
†σˆ−
)
,
(S60)
where
ΩSB,0 = gm
ΩR
2 (ωd − ωq)J1
(
8Ecn
dither
g
EJ
)
(S61)
is the bare sideband rate, ΩR and ωd are the sideband drive Rabi rate and frequency, and J1(z) is the 1st order Bessel function
of the first kind. The blue and red sideband transitions are located at frequencies
ωB(n) = ω
n
q + ωm ± ωdither,
ωR(n) = ω
n
q − ωm ± ωdither.
(S62)
Figure 8S shows a full measured qubit spectrum under an ac-dither at frequency ωdither = 2pi × 260 MHz with a large
spectroscopic power. The center qubit transition is power broadened[7] and saturated, with Pe ≈ 0.5 on resonance. Two groups
of 3 satellite peaks are visible on either side of the main qubit peak, detuned by the ac-dither frequency. Within each group, we
can identify the single phonon red and blue sideband transitions. For sideband related experiments described in the main text,
we apply an ac-dither drive at frequency ωdither = 2pi × 257 MHz.
Fig. 8S. Sideband spectrum at large spectroscopic power
We measure the qubit spectrum at large probe power and Vdc = 6 V to observe the ac-dither sideband transitions. The lower (left) set of red
and blue sideband transitions are used to manipulate the phonon populations in this work.
VII. MODELING THE DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM
To understand and predict the dynamics of the qubit-mechanics system, we employ a classical master-equation calculation.
In Sec.VII A, we outline the theory describing the system dynamics. Particularly, instead of the simplified picture of Fig.3(c),
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we provide an accurate description of the decay process where, most notably, a qubit decay also connects different mechanical
states. Using this theory, in Sec.VII B, we extract the sideband driving parameters from measurements to produce Fig.3(f,i) in
the main text.
A. Classical master equation
We make two approximations to understand the system dynamics. First, we consider the qubit-mechanics system to be fully
described by the diagonal elements of its density matrix, P |n〉g and P
|n〉
e . Second, we approximate the system evolution under
sideband drives by a classical master equation similar to the classical laser rate equations. Those approximations are valid
because we drive sidebands on a time scale much longer than the qubit dephasing time (T ∗2 ≈ 80 ns) and relaxation time (T1 ≈
260 ns) and with a rate ΩSB,0 . 2pi × 100 kHz (see Sec.VII B) much smaller than qubit decoherence rate Γ∗2 ≈ 2pi × 3.7 MHz.
The overall master equation is given by a combination of system dynamics due to sideband drives and decay,
d
dt
P
|n〉
g(e) =
d
dt
P
|n〉
g(e)
∣∣∣∣
drive
+
d
dt
P
|n〉
g(e)
∣∣∣∣
decay
. (S63)
To start, we first expand the first term in eqn.(S63), which describes the dynamics due to sideband driving[18],
d
dt
P |n〉g
∣∣∣∣
drive
= −
(
Γ
|n〉
B (nB) + Γ
|n〉
R (nR)
)
P |n〉g
+ Γ
|n〉
R (nR)P
|n−1〉
e + Γ
|n〉
B (nB)P
|n+1〉
e ,
d
dt
P |n〉e
∣∣∣∣
drive
= −
(
Γ
|n〉
B (nB) + Γ
|n〉
R (nR)
)
P |n〉e
+ Γ
|n〉
R (nR)P
|n+1〉
e + Γ
|n〉
B (nB)P
|n−1〉
e ,
(S64)
where P |n〉g(e) is the instantaneous population in the qubit ground (excited) state with n phonons. Γ
|n〉
B (nB) is the reduced blue
sideband rate of transition |g, n〉 ↔ |e, n+ 1〉 when the blue sideband drive is resonant with transition |g, nB〉 ↔ |e, nB + 1〉,
Γ
|n〉
B (nB) =
4(n+ 1)Ω2BSB,0
Γ∗2
1
1 +
(
4χm(n−nB)
Γ∗2
)2 . (S65)
When the blue sideband drive is chirped, nB is a function of time. Conversely, Γ
|n〉
R (nR) is the reduced red sideband rate of
transition |g, n〉 ↔ |e, n− 1〉 when the red sideband drive is resonant with transition |g, nR〉 ↔ |e, nR − 1〉,
Γ
|n〉
R (nR) =
4nΩ2RSB,0
Γ∗2
1
1 +
(
4χm(n−nR)
Γ∗2
)2 . (S66)
Next, we write down the master equations due to qubit and mechanical decay. The ultra-strong coupling introduces new decay
channels to the system, and complicates the simplified picture of Fig.3(c) in the main text. Because ~ωm  kBT  ~ωq , we
allow for thermal excitations in the mechanical oscillator, but assume no thermal population in the qubit. Following reference
[11], we find these master equations to be,
d
dt
P |n〉g
∣∣∣∣
decay
= e2rγm
{
nthnP
|n−1〉
g +(1 + nth)(1 + n)P
|n+1〉
g −
[
(1 + n)nth + (1 + nth)n
]
P |n〉g
}
+ Γ1
∑
m
|αmn|2P |m〉e
d
dt
P |n〉e
∣∣∣∣
decay
= e−2rγm
{
nthnP
|n−1〉
e +(1 + nth)(1 + n)P
|n+1〉
e −
[
(1 + n)nth + (1 + nth)n
]
P |n〉e
}
− Γ1P |n〉e
, (S67)
where r = χm/2ωm is the squeezing amplitude, and αmn = b〈m|Sˆ(−2r) |n〉b is the overlap between different motional states
under a qubit flip (Sec.II B 2). Here, we ignore the relaxation process where the mechanical oscillator losses many phonons
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Fig. 9S. System decay under ultra-strong coupling
Compared to Fig.3(c) of the main text, the decay dynamics of the qubit-mechanics system have two main differences. First, the qubit decay
is no longer restricted to be phonon number conserving. Instead, a decaying qubit can cause changes in the phonon population, analogous to
sideband transitions. Second, the mechanical decay rate gains a scaling factor that is qubit-state dependent. Because 2r ≈ 0.01  1, this
factor is very close to unity.
to excite the qubit (|g, n〉 7→ |e,m〉). Because of the large difference between qubit and mechanical frequency, such process
requires the loss of more than 152 phonons (ωq/ωm ≈ 152), and is highly unlikely.
As illustrated in Fig.9S, the master equations of eqn.(S67) contain two corrections compared to the simplified picture given
in Fig.3(a) of the main text. First, a qubit decay can connect different mechanical states. As discussed in Sec.II B 1, this
corresponds to a fast electronic decay connecting different mechanical states. Similar to the sideband transitions, these phonon
non-conserving qubit decays become dominant at large phonon number, and strongly affect the dynamics of the qubit-mechanics
system. Second, the mechanical decay rate is qubit-state dependent (e−2rσˆzγm). For us, this is a very small correction because
2r = χm/ωm ≈ 0.01.
To perform numerical simulations described in this paper, we truncate the mechanical phonon space at nmax = 200, and
numerically solve the set of differential equations in eqn.(S63). At every time step in the simulation, we enforce the conservation
of probability
∑nmax
n=0
(
P
|n〉
g + P
|n〉
e
)
= 1 by setting P |nmax〉e = 0 and P
|nmax〉
g = 1−∑nmax−1n=0 (P |n〉g + P |n〉e ).
B. Extracting the sideband driving parameters (Fig.3(f,i) of the main text)
In this section, we describe the process of extracting the parameters of sideband drives to generate the simulations shown in
Fig.3(f,i). We extract those parameters by performing least-squared fits to the measured qubit spectra corresponding to Fig.3(e,h).
Specifically:
(1) We find nth by fitting the τ = 0 data with thermal distribution, where τ is the chirp time.
(2) We generate a look-up table of phonon distributions with different sideband driving parameters by numerically solving
eqn.(S63). Through a convolution with the PSF map (Sec.III D), this table is converted into a look-up table of expected qubit
spectra.
(3) Using the look-up table, we jointly fit all data with only a blue sideband drive but chirped for different τ . Because the
chirp rate is determined experimentally, the only two free parameters are the bare blue sideband rate ΩBSB,0 = 2pi × 89 kHz,
and the starting position of the chirp nB(0) = −1.3. (Fig.10S(a))
(4) Finally, we jointly fit all data with both blue and red sideband drives. Because we use the same blue sideband drive
protocol, we can keep the fit results from step(3) as constants. The center of transition for the red sideband drive nR = 44 is
determined through eqn.(S62) using the fit result of nB(0) and the frequency detuning between the initial blue and red sideband
drives. A joint least-squared fit to the look-up table finds the only free parameter ΩRSB,0 = 2pi × 66 kHz. (Fig.10S(b))
VIII. LIMITATION ON FANO FACTORS FROM USING AC-DITHER SIDEBAND
We demonstrate the sub-Poissonian state preparation at a moderate mean phonon number 〈n〉 = 43 because driving the ac-
dither sideband introduces an additional unwanted process that significantly alters the phonon population at large phonon number
n > 50. Specifically, when a blue sideband drive is chirped for time τ to position nB(τ) to empty all phonon populations
below, it simultaneously cools the populations at larger phonon numbers. This additional unwanted cooling process (spurious
cooling) is conceptually illustrated in Fig.11S(a). We use the set of ac-dither sidebands below the qubit resonance, ωB(R)(n) =
ωnq ±ωm−ωdither (Fig.8S). Meanwhile, the l-th order sideband transition is located at ωl(n) = ωnq +lωm. Thus, an ac-dither blue
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Fig. 10S. Extracting the sideband driving parameters
a, With the red sideband drive off, we chirp the blue sideband drive for different time τ and measure the qubit spectrum. All panels have
the same frequency-axis. Using a least-squared fit on the thermal state qubit spectrum at τ = 0, we find a mechanical thermal population of
nth = 13. We experimentally determine the blue sideband chirp rate to be 38.5 phonons/ms. Using a joint least-squared fit to the look-up table
generated by convolving the numerical solutions of eqn.(S63) with the qubit response to phonon Fock states, we find the only free parameters:
nB(0) = −1.5 and ΩBSB,0 = 2pi×89 kHz. b, Keeping the same blue sideband drive parameters, we turn on the red sideband drive and repeat
the measurements in a. We determine nR = 44 using the detuning between the sideband drive frequencies and nB(0). A least-squared fit to
the thermal state finds nth = 15. Finally, a joint least-squared fit to the look-up table finds the only free parameter ΩRSB,0 = 2pi × 66 kHz.
sideband drive centered on transition |g, n〉 ↔ |e, n+ 1〉 can be close to resonance with the 10-th order red sideband transition
|g, n+ 35〉 ↔ |e, n+ 25〉, creating an additional cooling effect at larger phonon numbers.
In addition to the resonant 10-th order red sideband transition, an ac-dither blue sideband drive can also excite lower order
red sideband transitions off-resonantly, which dominates this spurious cooling process. To understand this, we write the reduced
l-th order sideband rate for transition |g, n〉 ↔ |e, n+ l〉 due to an ac-dither sideband drive at ωd (see Sec.VII A),
Γ
|n〉
l (ωd) =
4
∣∣Ωln(ωd)∣∣2
Γ∗2
1
1 +
(
ωd−ωl(n)
Γ∗2/2
)2
=
4Ω2R(ωd)
Γ∗2
∣∣αrsdn+l,n∣∣2 1
1 +
(
ωd−ωl(n)
Γ∗2/2
)2 ,
(S68)
where αrsdn+l,n is the overlap given by eqn.(S32). At smaller l, the increased overlap
∣∣∣αrsdn+l,n∣∣∣2 more than makes up the larger
detuning. Moreover, the larger detuning at smaller l also creates a more uniform sideband rate Γ|n〉l (ωd) as a function of n,
resulting in a more efficient manipulation of phonons[18].
In Fig.11S(d), we numerically demonstrate the effect of this spurious cooling process. We use the calculated qubit spectrum
of Fig.5S(c) to find
∣∣∣αrsdn+l,n∣∣∣2. With the driving parameters extracted from Sec.VII B, we incorporate up to the 10-th order
red sideband transitions into the master equation (Sec.VII A) to predict the phonon distribution under a chirped ac-dither blue
sideband drive. Compared to Fig.11S(c) where the red sideband transitions are ignored, the effect of the spurious cooling is
clear. This result is consistent with what we observe experimentally.
Although this spurious cooling process helps in achieving a narrow phonon distribution, we instead operated at a relatively
small phonon number where this effect is negligible. This allows us to achieve better control over the qubit-mechanics system.
Note, in the joint fits described in Sec.VII B, the spurious cooling is not modeled.
Conversely when driving the ac-dither sideband above the qubit, we also observe spurious heating. This is conceptually
illustrated in Fig.11S(b), and a similar discussion as above can be conducted.
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Fig. 11S. Spurious cooling and heating
a, A sideband drive at frequency ωd = ω0q−ωdither+ωm is simultaneously resonant with the ac-dither blue sideband transition of |g, 0〉 ↔ |e, 1〉
and the 10-th order red sideband transition of |g, 35〉 ↔ |e, 25〉. Thus, using this ac-dither blue sideband drive to add phonons to the mechanical
oscillator will cause unwanted cooling at larger phonon number. b, Similar to a, a blue sideband drive at frequency ωd = ω0q + ωdither + ωm
is simultaneously resonant with the ac-dither blue sideband transition of |g, 0〉 ↔ |e, 1〉 and the 11-th order blue sideband transition of
|g, 13〉 ↔ |e, 24〉. This will cause unwanted heating. c, d, We use the master equations in Sec.VII and the driving parameters extracted in
Sec.VII B to calculate the phonon distribution (color-scale vs. y-axis) after chirping the ac-dither blue sideband drive for time τ (top-axis).
This process should empty all phonon populations below the center of the blue sideband drive nB(τ) (bottom-axis). The spurious cooling
process is not considered in c, but it is modeled in d. The unwanted cooling is visible at nB(τ) > 50.
IX. BOUNDING THE TRUE FANO FACTOR
We repeatedly perform the reconstruction procedures on simulated experiments to understand the statistical significance of
the extracted Fano factor, and consequently place a bound on the true Fano factor of the sub-Poissonian state that we prepare in
the main text. This process is necessary because the extracted phonon distribution need not be a faithful reconstruction of the
true mechanical occupation, but could be biased by individual measurement noise realizations or reconstruction procedures.
The four step procedure to conduct this process is as following:
(1) We create a Gaussian distributed phonon distribution characterized by a mean phonon number 〈n〉 = 43 and a Fano factor
Ftrue.
(2) This phonon distribution is converted into a noiseless qubit spectrum by convolving it with the PSF map found in Sec.III D.
(3) We simulate an experimental realization by adding the appropriate amount of noise and averaging for the same number of
times as the actual experiment (916 times for the data in Fig.4 of main text).
(4) The same reconstruction procedure is performed on the simulated experiment to extract a phonon distribution and Fextract.
Correctly simulating the experiment in step(3) requires an accurate understanding of the measurement noise. We achieve this
understanding by looking at the measurement data that resulted in Fig.4 of the main text. We can find the standard deviation of
the measurement signal at each frequency point because we have recorded all 916 individual qubit traces. At each frequency
point, the extracted measurement standard deviation σP (green dot) is plotted in Fig.12S(a), and arranged according to the mean
signal at that frequency. We model the dependence of noise on signal amplitude with a second order polynomial function (black
dashed line).
The four-step procedure is repeated many times for different noise realizations and Ftrue to build statistics. Figure 12S(b)
depicts the result of this statistical study. For each Ftrue, we perform 3000 simulated experiments, each with 916 averages. The
extracted Fextract are binned into steps of δF = 0.01, and the resulting histogram is plotted. The grey solid line corresponds to
Fextract = Ftrue, and demonstrates that Fextract in general overestimates the Fano factor. For the 1216 simulations that resulted in
an Fextract within the interval [0.255, 0.265] (black dashed line), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Ftrue is plotted in
Fig.12S(c). Because the experimentally determined F = 0.257+0.002−0.001 lies within this range, we thus find Ftrue 6 0.28 with 95%
confidence and Ftrue 6 0.30 with 99% confidence for the sub-Poissonian state we prepared in the main text.
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Fig. 12S. Bounding the Fano factor
a, We plot the measurement noise σP as a function of the mean measured signal. The dashed black line is a second order polynomial fit, which
we use to model the noise dependence on signal amplitude. b, We plot the histogram of Fextract (color-scale vs. x-axis) for different Ftrue. Each
Ftrue consists of 3000 different simulated experiments. The solid grey line corresponds to Fextract = Ftrue, and shows that Fextract in general
overestimates the Fano factor. c, Using the CDF of Ftrue for Fextract ∈ [0.255, 0.256] (dashed black line in b), we find with 95% confidence
that Ftrue 6 0.28 and with 99% confidence that Ftrue 6 0.30.
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